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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Representatives from our College Innovation Network (CIN) member institutions came together for a second
convening on February 22, 2021 (download the slides here). The convening included a keynote presentation by
MIT Professor and online learning expert, Dr. Justin Reich, followed by a collaborative solutioning session around
common challenges for EdTech implementation in higher education, and ended with a rich discussion about the
future of the CIN. This report summarizes the key take-aways and insights from the convening.
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KEY CONVENING TAKE-AWAYS

•

Although CIN member institutions are diverse, they experience common challenges around EdTech
implementation on campuses. Those commonalities are:

»
»
»

New initiative fatigue
Limited resources to make changes
Limited support and training for implementing new technologies

•

New EdTech can’t solve institutional problems on its own or all at once. Think about working towards
iterative improvements and building communities of champions.

•

For learning and course technologies: Leverage your most excited and dedicated faculty and empower them
to lead their departments and colleges in adopting new technologies. As administrators, make sure you’re
fostering community, supporting faculty, and providing needed resources.

•

For institutional tools: Focus on usability training, highlight the added value of a new technology, and align
new approaches with existing strategic goals of the institution.

Insights from Dr. Justin Reich of MIT
MIT Professor and online learning expert, Dr. Justin
Reich, was generous in sharing key insights gleaned
from years of research on how to make EdTech and
online learning most effective.

“Tech tools are only
as powerful as
the communities
that use them.”

SUPPORT A DATA-DRIVEN AND COLLABORATIVE
APPROACH TO EDTECH ADOPTION
Implementation of EdTech commonly takes two
approaches: a “tinkering stance” whereby new
technologies offer incremental improvements, or a
“charismatic stance” whereby technologies are proposed
to “disrupt” and offer sweeping change.
The reality is that educational institutions see small
improvements when implementing new technologies
— and that’s okay! As an educational leader, it’s
important to lionize and authentically celebrate
new achievements and improvements. Focus on
continuous, iterative progress as you implement new
technologies and initiatives at your institution.

OPTIMIZE MEANINGFUL IMPLEMENTATION BY
LEVERAGING FULL INSTITUTIONAL BUY-IN
It can be challenging to get new initiatives off the
ground, especially new classroom technologies. If you
want new practices to emerge in your institutions, they
are most likely to occur through peer-to-peer sharing.
This means that you need to get a core group of faculty
excited and engaged so they can spread the word
among their colleagues.
As an educational leader, it’s important to nurture
engaged faculty and staff to gain broader buy-in across
departments and colleges. Bringing people together
around ideas they care about is a good way to build

engagement. Also think about aligning new initiatives
with existing institutional strategic goals and making
those connections clearly and consistently.
CYCLES OF TECHNOLOGY IMPLEMENTATION
Justin recommends thinking about EdTech
implementation and evaluation as a continuous, cyclic
process, rather than a linear one with a defined end
state. Below are specific recommendations for your
team as you work through these cycles.
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Throughout the cycle, remember to:

•
•

Refine a vision and get to work

•
•

Measure progress and adjust as needed

Bring people together around ideas they care
about
Work together through ups and downs

As an administrator, throughout the process ask
yourself:

•
•

Where can you intervene in the process?

•

What structures are in place to learn from new
innovations?

•

How do you facilitate faculty sharing with each
other?

•

What is your shared vision and language for
educational improvements?

What are the research and development
incentives for improved pedagogy?

LEARN MORE:
For more from Justin Reich, pick up a copy of his new
book Failure to Disrupt.
For more about leading change, explore the edX open
course Launching Innovation In Schools.

Collaborative Solutioning to Common Challenges
CIN members worked collaboratively to identify common challenges and concerns they’ve experienced when
implementing new technologies, and worked to apply key insights from Justin’s talk to generate new ideas across the
Network. Below is that output.
Emergent themes across the CIN:

•
•
•
•

Diverse education institutions face common challenges
Identify committed and engaged faculty and staff to provide momentum and fuel for new initiatives
Students are a highly valuable resource for refining and iterating to improve their experience
Create spaces for faculty to share their innovations

INITIATIVE FATIGUE /
INCENTIVES TO DO MORE
Impact requires
community of
educators

Engage CAO and President to
champion
Create lunch & learn activities to
facilitate brainstorming
Real results really help - to show the
investment is worthwhile.

AVAILABILITY OF RESOURCES
Very thankful for CIN and grant or
would not be able to pursue this
innovation at all.

PEOPLE SUPPORT AND TRAINING
FOR NEW TECH
Create a train the trainer model to
build network of expertise

Department awarded a bonus for
innovative approach to technology in
the classroom

Faculty involved in decision making
Shared vision, all related to core goal
Creative and
innovative
thinking

Assessment so you can DELETE
what’s not working!!

Leverage network to share resources
where possible

We framed our ed tech solution
clearly within our strategic goals.

Shared product manager/project
manager across network
We started an “innovation think tank”
this year to help foster the culture of
innovation and risk-taking behaviors as
well as promote organizational learner.

Listening to
your students

Partner faculty with folks who might
be “hungry” for in class time, like
student affairs staff, librarians, folks
who can use the experience on their
resume
Provide release time for faculty

Student voice/students involved in
design and implementation

Leverage student organizations to
advocate and market new initiatives.

Engage students to train others and
promote through students

Reviewed recent student/alumni
survey data and correlated to this ed
tech solution

Engage Phi Theta Kappa (PTK)
students and honors students

Flip the teaching experience from
the teacher using technology to
the student presenting / using the
technology in a course project.
Bring in interns

Iteration vs.
disruption

Celebrate even minor victories, but
keep it authentic.
Roadmap for implementing the big
picture potential/vision but small,
pragmatic milestones along the way,
so the iterative approach is visualized
on a timeline.

Keep it small and work with the early
adopters to prove out concepts with
data.
I also think about the future of higher
ed and how COVID was a disruption
for sure, but that we’re never entirely
going back. There are elements of
COVID life that are ok-to-great that
will remain, so while change is taxing,
it is not just a short term solution.

We have been bringing in CIN and
other guest speakers as part of the
network to spark the flame of wanting
to be engaged and proactively learn
more.

The Future of CIN
What can you expect as part of the CIN moving forward?

ENGAGEMENT

•
•
•
•

Enhanced monthly
newsletter
Regular Calls of Practice
targeted to single topic/
problem
Learning about EdTech
solutions across the
network
CIN annual conference to
showcase faculty work and
impact across the network
(post-covid)

Questions? Suggestions?
Contact Erika Wandsneider
erika.wandsneider@wgu.edu

NEW VENDORS

NETWORK RESEARCH

•

•
•

Network wide surveys
on key topics to help
members learn about their
students and about other
institutions
Upcoming proposal on
Assessing the Digital Divide
and DEI Climate
Mindful of not oversurveying students

Questions? Suggestions?
Contact Nicole Barbaro
nicole.barbaro@wgu.edu

Welcome to our newest
vendors!

•

•

MainStay (previously
AdmitHub) - key focus on
increasing enrollment and
retention via text-message
nudges
Neerpeer - key focus on
increasing relationship
building, sense of
belonging, and retention
via social network app.

Questions? Interested?
Contact Jon Nichols
jon.nichols@wgu.edu

wgulabs.org/college-innovation-network
For any other questions, email Erika Wandsneider, erika.wandsneider@wgu.edu

